INTRODUCTION
Ternary diagrams are used extensively in petrologic and geochemical studies to show phase relationships and covariance of three simple or complex variables. The program described here permits display of ternary diagrams on a cathode-ray tube, drafting diagrams with a plotter or printing diagrams with a dot-matrix printer. The program provides for a variety of plotting symbols, allows portions of the ternary diagram to be expanded, and permits input of data from the keyboard or from files stored by the electronic worksheet program "VISICALC". Options also permit adding standard reference lines or points in four ternary systems: the polybaric minimum at 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 kb in the system quartz-albite-orthoclase (Q-AB-OR), the 2 and 8 kb eutectic curves in the system anorthite-albite-orthoclase (AN-AB-OR), lines separating peraluminors, metaluminous, and peralkaline fields in the molar system A1-(NA+K)-CA, and lines representing Th/U = 4.73, K/U = .95 x 10\ and Th/K = 5.0 x 10""1* in the system U-Th-(K x 10" 1*). Finally, the program can be used to digitize points on the ternary diagram both in terms of ordinate and abscissa, and in terms of relative proportions of three end members. EQUIPMENT 
REQUIRED
The program is written for use with Hewlett-Packard series 80 computers and may require modifications if it is to be used with other computers that operate in BASIC. Disc storage requires 68 records of 256-byte length. The program requires approixmately 40,000 bytes of memory to run, and is dimensioned to plot a maximum of 254 data points. Plotting may be done either on a cathode-ray tube (CRT), a hard-copy plotter compatible with the HP-series 80 computers, such as the HP-2673A, or a graphic printer, such as the HP-82905A. This last option is possible if either a plotter ROM has been installed or if the binary program "GDUMP" (which is available on the HewlettPackard demonstration disc) is loaded into memory. PROGRAM OPERATION Most queries that appear during program operation are self explanatory and will be described only briefly. All queries are answered by typing a response and pressing "END LINE". Multiple answers to a single query should be separated by commas. All alpha answers should be in upper case.
The first query (which appears each time printed output is requested) is "PLEASE SPECIFY PRINTER ADDRESS". The input of an impossible printer address will cause the query to reappear. The input of a possible address will be accepted even if the requested device is not turned on.
The second query "VISICALC DATA FILE (V) OR KEYBOARD DATA ENTRY (K)?" request the source of data to be plotted. Pressing "K" and "END LINE" allows keyboard entry of data with the following queries: "SAMPLE NAME? ENTER 'END' WHEN THROUGH" is answered with either the sample name (maximum of 18 characters) or "END" followed by pressing "END LINE". The program then asks for values in the sequence "UPPER APEX", "LOWER LEFT APEX", and "LOWER RIGHT APEX". Once 254 samples have been entered into memory (from "VISICALC", keyboard or a combination of the two), the program automatically continues to subsequent program segments.
If "VISICALC" data are to be plotted, the second query should be answered by "V" and "END LINE". The program then displays "ENTER FILE NAME, OR PRESS [END LINE] FOR CATALOG" (of disc content). A sample "VISICALC" file is presented in Table 1 . Once a file name has been entered, the program asks for information needed to read the file. The program assumes that either the first column or first row contains sample identification information. The next query is "DO YOU WANT 3 COLUMNS OR 3 ROWS (C) OR (R)", which is answered by either "C" or "R" and "END LINE". Column reading is the default mode, and therefore any answer other than "R" will cause columns to be read with column 1 read as sample identifiers. The next query asks for three inputs of either row numbers or letters used by "VISICALC" to designate columns. The final query prior to reading the data file is "DO YOU WANT TO USE A PLOTTING SYMBOL FROM THE DATA FILE? IF YES, ENTER ROW NUMBER OR COLUMN LETTERS; OTHERWISE ENTER *". This option allows one more row or column of alpha-numeric characters to be read which have been stored with the data and which can then be used as plotting symbols on subsequent ternary plots. Row 2 of Table 1 contains examples of stored plotting symbols. If no plotting symbol has been stored with the data, an asterisk "*" should be entered. After the input of a row number, column letter or an asterisk, the program proceeds to reading the desired file. If the file is not found, the program will display "FILE DOES NOT EXIST! DO YOU NEED TO CHANGE MASS STORAGE (YES OR NO)". An answer of "Y" will allow a change of mass storage, and the program will again attempt to read the file. An answer of "N" will generate a query for a new file name, and the program will read the designated file.
Responding with any other alpha-numeric key will return the program to the query for the type of data to be entered.
Once the desired file name has been located, the display indicates that it is being loaded. If the first data entry read does not correspond to "VISICALC" format, the program displays "IS THIS A 'VISICALC' FILE?" and re-asks for a file name. Entering a new file name restarts data reading as set up previously. If other rows or columns are desired, the machine must be reset and the program restarted.
If errors are generated during the data-loading process, such as an attempt to read non-numeric data, the display will indicate the error number and line number, and the program will pause to provide the user with an opportunity to recover the error. Null data will be converted to values of zero.
After the data have been loaded either from storage or keyboard entry, the program will ask for labels for the three apexes. Each label can be up to seven characters in length. The program next asks if data are to be printed. An answer of "Y" will generate a printout of row numbers, sample numbers, the data, and plotting symbols if these were read with the data. Two examples of printouts are shown on figure 1. Any other answer will generate a display of "ARE DATA OK AND READY TO PLOT? (YES OR NO)". Any answer other than "Y" will send the program to a subroutine to edit the data which will ask for row number, parameter name, and new value for that variable. After the data are edited for a sample, the display asks if the data are ready to plot. An answer of "Y" moves the program to a loop which adjusts the data for each sample to a sum of 1.0. Any samples for which all values are zero are indicated on the currently selected printer. Normalization of the data is followed by a query that provides an option to print the normalized results. Examples of this printout are presented on figure 1.
The next segment of the program creates a plotting base on either the CRT or on an external plotter as specified by the user. If the CRT is chosen, the base will be stored on the disc in the currently active mass storage unit under the name of "OUTLINE". This will require approximately 50 records of 256 bytes each, and if insufficient space exists on the disc in current use, an error will result, and the program will pause. True equilateral triangles are produced for external plotters and the HP-84 CRT. Parameters in program lines 1050 through 1200 can be adjusted if correction of the isoceles triangles produced on the HP-87 CRT or output to a graphics printer is desired.
The plotting base can be a standard ternary diagram in which each side of the triangle represent 0 percent of the component labeled at the opposite apex or a blow-up of any portion of the standard diagram as long as more than 1 percent of the area of a standard diagram is chosen. This is calculated from the minimum percentages of the three components which are asked for if an expanded diagram is requested by the user. This information is entered in answer to the queries: "DO YOU WANT A BLOW-UP OF A SECTION OF THE TRIANGLE (YES OR NO)". (Any answer other than "Y" will result in a plotting base of a standard ternary diagram). If this query is answered by "Y", the program will ask for the "MINIMUM PERCENTAGES FOR UPPER, LOWER LEFT', AND LOWER RIGHT APEXES". The plot base will be marked along each side in 10 equal increments and a reference triangle will be drawn in the upper right-hand corner of the paper (or CRT) with the location of the expanded diagram outlined as shown on figures 2 through 5. Fig. 1 . Print out of raw data and data adjusted to a sum of 1.0 for two different reads of the data in a "VISICALC" file (Table 1) .
No stored plot symbol was requested for the first set of data, whereas row 2 (Table 1) was read as a plot symbol for the second set of data. After the plot base has been created, the program will ask for sets to be plotted. This query requires two inputs: the first and last set. If only one sample is desired, it must be entered twice. For example, "1,1" plots only the first sample of a data set. If the CRT is being used for plotting, the user is given the option of reloading the blank plotting base after choosing samples to be plotted.
The next segment of the program provides several options for plot symbols. A slash (/) will cause any symbols stored with the data to be used; a "P" will cause polygons to be plotted; and any other alpha-numeric entry will be used as a plotting symbol. If polygons are chosen as plot symbols, the program will display "# OF SIDES, OPEN OR SOLID (0 OR S), SIZE (mm), AND ROTATION (0 TO 360)" Examples of symbols and input necessary to generate these symbols are shown on figure 6. If data are encountered that plot outside the limits of an expanded diagram, samples will be identified on the currently specified printer.
After requested data points have been plotted, seven options are displayed.
To redraw the plotting base or change the plotter, enter "Y". To print a diagram shown on the CRT, enter "P". To digitize points on an external plotter, enter "V". To add data from the keyboard, enter "K". To add standard reference lines or points for the systems Q-AB-OR, or AN-AB-OR, or UTh-K, or molar Al-(Na+K)-Ca, enter "S". To edit data, enter "E". To continue without changes, enter "C" or any other alpha-numeric character because this is the default condition. The program returns to display the seven options after any have been executed.
If the option to add standard reference lines or points is chosen, the four possible systems are displayed with a corresponding numeric response for choosing the desired system. If an expanded plotting base has been used, the reference points will be plotted on both the expanded base and the inset reference triangle. Reference points that plot outside the expanded base will be plotted on the inset only.
If the option for a dot-matrix print of the CRT display is chosen, the program will display: "INPUT PRINTER TYPE: 0=82905B, -1=82905A, 1=MOST OTHERS". Operation of the dot matrix print option requires either a plotter ROM or prior storage of the binary program "GDUMP" which is available on the HewlettPackard demonstration disc. If an improper printer type is entered, the attempt to copy the CRT display will produce nonsense. After the CRT graphics have been copied, the CRT display returns to the seven options discussed above. Some printers may need to be reset after making a graphics print. To do this, edit line 2700 to read: "2700 RESET [interface selected code] @ GOTO 1300".
A complete listing of the program is presented in Appendix I. 
